
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Sua prova deve ser feita à caneta azul ou preta. 
Não rasure e não use corretivo.  

Entregue no dia da prova. 
 

 
 

People use technology more, sleep less    
 

People in Britain now spend more time watching TV, gaming, and using their mobile phones and computers than 
sleeping. Research by the British communications agency Ofcom found that Britons use technology for 20 minutes 
longer than they spend sleeping. The average U.K. adult uses technology for eight hours and 41 minutes a day. They 
sleep for an average of eight hours and 21 minutes.  
One of the biggest reasons for this, is broadband and wi-fi. People can get online almost anywhere, so they spend 
more time online. Many people make telephone calls or surf the web while watching television. Television was the 
most popular activity. Adults watched an average of three hours a day. The study looked at technology and different 
age groups. It found that six-year-olds understand how to use technology at the same level as 45-year-olds.  
Another finding was that people understand digital technology most when they are 14 or 15. A doctor said technology 
is changing the way people communicate with each other. Dr Arthur Cassidy warned that we are becoming more and 
more anti-social. He said we are moving away from face-to-face conversations because of technology. He added that 
people are becoming addicted to their smart phones. Technology also means people are working at home after they 
get home from work. 

 
1. TRUE / FALSE: Guess if  a-e  below are true (T) or false (F). 
 
1. People in Britain spend more time only watching TV than sleeping. T / F 
2. The average British adult sleeps 20 minutes more nowadays. T / F 
3. The average British adult sleeps for over eight hours every day. T / F 
4. The average British adult watches three hours of TV a day. T / F 
5. Six year-olds are at the same level with technology as 45-year-olds. T / F 

a. T/F/T/F/T 
b. F/F/T/T/T 
c. F/T/F/T/T 
d. F/T/F/T/F 
e. T/T/F/F/T 
 
 
2. Mark the correct answer: 
 
2.1. What is the name of the communications agency? 
 

a) Stead Off 
b) OnSted 
c) Ofcom 
d) OnOff 
e) Offon 
 
2.2. How much longer do people use technology than 
they sleep? 
 

a) 20 minutes 
b) 22 seconds 
c) 20 minutes and 20 seconds 
d) 22 minutes 
e) 21 minutes 
 
2.3. What is one of the biggest reasons for greater use 
of technology? 
 

a) broadband and wi-fi 
b) fast food 
c) cheaper Internet 
d) longer holidays 
e) cheap restaurants 

2.4. Who understands technology as well as 45-year-olds? 
 

a) doctors 
b) 6-year-olds 
c) 14-year-olds 
d) researchers 
e) people 
 
2.5. What age group understands technology best? 
 

a) 14-15-year-olds 
b) 6-year-olds 
c) 45-year-olds 
d) people in their twenties 
e) people in their thirties 
 
 
2.6. What did a doctor say is changing the way we 
communicate? 
 

a) English 
b) air travel 
c) technology 
d) Google 
e) Facebook 
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a) 1-d, 2-b, 3-e, 4-a, 5-a, 6-b 
b) 1-b, 2-a, 3-d, 4-e, 5-c, 6-b 
c) 1-c, 2-b, 3-a, 4-c, 5-a, 6-c 
d) 1-d, 2-c, 3-e, 4-e, 5-e, 6-a 
e) 1-c, 2-a, 3-a, 4-b, 5-a, 6-c 
 
3. Choose the alternative that correctly completes the blanks.  
 
“A clever advertisement for ______ new breakfast options, an aim to hit at McDonald’s domination of the market, 
includes a bunch of people who share the same name as Ronald McDonald but proclaim _______ love for Taco Bell’s 
new morning offerings.” 
 
a) his / them 
b) its / their 
c) her / our 
d) it /they 
e) their / his 
 
4. Choose the correct form of "to be" in the present tense.  
 

1. My dog ___ black and white. 
 
a) am 
b) are 
c) is 
 
2. The penguins ___ funny animals. 
 
a) am 
b) are 
c) is 
 
3. The children ___ happy. 
 
a) am 
b) are 
c) is 
 
4. Anderson ___ a nice boy. 
 
a) am 
b) are 
c) is 

 
 
5. Choose the option that has the same meaning of  
 
“Parents usually don’t know their child is a cyberbully.”  
 
a) Parents’ child usually don’t know he/she is a cyberbully. 
b) Parents child’s usually don’t know he/she is a cyberbully. 
c) Child parents’ usually don’t know he/she is a cyberbully. 
d) Child’s parents usually don’t know he/she is a cyberbully. 
 
* Assinale a alternativa correta nas frases a seguir.  
 
6. “Of course a Ferrari is extremely expensive. The car dealer told me that _____ price is more than 50.000 dollars!” 
 
a) her 
b) his 
c) its 
d) their 
e) hers 
 
 
7. “I’ve seen that man before, but I don’t remember ___ name.” 
 
a) her 
b) his 
c) your 
d) its 
e) yours 



 
8. “The ______ daughter won the Nobel prize.” 
 
a) writer 
b) writers 
c) writer of 
d) writer’s 
e) writers of the 
 
9. Check the right answer.  
 
a) That is a seven-floor building. 
b) That is a building seven floors. 
c) That is a seven-floors building. 
d) That floor building is seven. 
e) That building floor is seven. 
 
10. Marque a alternative correta.  
 
a) Many people are having bad experiences on the internet. 
b) Many people has bad experiences on the internet. 
c) Many people having bad experiences on the internet. 
d) Many people is having bad experiences on the internet. 
e) Many people would has bad experiences on the internet 
 
11. What’s the best answer?  
 
A: I want to buy ___ bus. 
B: Wow! That’s nice! What kind of car are you looking for? 
C: Well, I need ___ economic bus. 
 
a) a – a 
b) an – a 
c) an – an 
d) a – an 
e) an – X 
 
12. Analise as seguintes frases e assinale a alternativa que corresponde à numeração das estruturas corretas. 
 
1. The football is in Friday. 
2. Obama was not born in the United Kingdom. 
3. Kumiko does not come from the United States. 
4. I see he and she. 
5. My neighbor have a little sister. 
6. The Brazilian and the Argentinean teams have no problems here. 
7. I have a game it’s 7:00 p.m. 
 
a) 1, 2, 4, 6 
b) 2, 3, 4, 6 
c) 2, 3, 6 
d) 1, 3, 6, 7 
e) 1, 3, 5, 6, 7. 
 
13. Write S if the underlined word is a subject pronoun and O if it is an object pronoun.  
 
a) Some people don't know what you think about them. ( ) 
b) They can't understand someone who is different from them. ( ) 
c) She liked his project very much. ( ) 
d) Marina and I invited him to study with us. ( ) 
e) We’ve just loved his ideas. ( ) 
 
 
* Check the best answer in the following sentences.  
 
 
14. "Is she writing to Leonardo di Caprio?" 
 
"Yes, she is in love with ________!" 
 
a) her 
b) him 
c) his 
 



 
15. "Michael is making much noise! Ask ________ to stop." 
 
a) him 
b) it 
c) its 
 
 
16.  Match the clocks to the hours.  
 

It’s a quarter to twelve. – It’s five to two. – It’s nine and a half. – It’s ten to four. – It’s two o’clock. 

 

2:00 09:30 03:50 
  

     

 
 
17. Write the Nationalities and Languages. 
 
a. Australia: ___________________________________________________________ 

b. China: _____________________________________________________________ 

c. England: ___________________________________________________________ 

d. Japan: _____________________________________________________________ 

e. The USA: ___________________________________________________________ 

 
 
18. Complete the sentences with AT, ON or IN 
 
a. I was born ________ 2005. 

b. I live _________ Buenos Aires, Argentina. 

c. The film ends _________ 10:00 o’clock. 

d. Meg will travel _______ the end of the month. 

e. We are going to study _______ Thursday. 

 
 
19. Complete with POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES. 
 
a. I am Ana. ________ is Ana. 

b. John is a singer. _________ best album is great! 

c. We are cousins. ________ family is small. 

d. Mary is a teacher. ________ subject is Spanish. 

e. They are happy. ________ house is sold. 

 
 
20. Pass the sentences to the negative and interrogative forms. 
 
a. There is a big house in my neighborhood. 

Neg. ____________________________________________________________ 

Inter._________________________________________________________________ 

 
b. There are four cats in their apartment. 

Neg._________________________________________________________________ 

Inter._________________________________________________________________ 


